
Chapter 2
History

In this chapter the history of coronal mass ejection study is reviewed. The emphasis
is on CME and ICME observation, and the scientific contributions made to our un-
derstanding of these phenomena from those observations. Less emphasis has been
placed on what I consider to be secondary effects of the CME (e.g. radio bursts,
solar surface activity, solar energetic particles). The study of these secondary effects
has made significant contributions to our understanding of the CMEs and space
physics in general, much of which predates the discovery of the CME. A large num-
ber of texts has been written on these phenomena, and discussing how they are all
related can be confusing or even misleading in a brief review. Hence, this chapter
will address these secondary phenomena only in their early historical context and
mostly before the CME was directly observed. Chapter 7 addresses these secondary
phenomena in more detail.

It is also important to note that significant contributions were made to our under-
standing of CMEs by way of modelling, work on which has continued throughout
the observational history of CMEs. In this chapter, we do not consider the contri-
butions of modelling, but rather saving these for complete chapters describing their
onset and evolution (Chaps. 8 and 9).

2.1 The Early Years

The history of the observation of CMEs probably dates back to a very fortunate
catch in the nineteenth century, when the solar corona was beginning to be studied
in great detail for the first time. The solar corona can only be observed naturally dur-
ing a solar eclipse, which only achieves totality for a few minutes, and so acquiring
information on the corona proved difficult. This is most likely why early detailed
descriptions are lacking, even though solar eclipses have been observed and doc-
umented for centuries (the first identification of the solar corona was probably in
968 AD [102], but observations date back to the first eclipse recording in 1223 BC
[283]). Given that on average a CME occurs only a few times a day and that we only
have a window of a few minutes to observe the corona during eclipse totality, one
can estimate that the probability of actually observing a CME during a solar eclipse
is low, even during solar maximum.
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As with observations of the corona, the effects of space weather has its roots in
antiquity as well. In 34 AD, for example, the Roman Emperor Tiberius mistook the
red glow of the aurora for fires at Ostia (the port of Rome), and dispatched troops
to investigate. There must have been a major geomagnetic storm for the aurora to
be above Ostia, which lies at a latitude just south of 42◦N. By the eleventh century
the concept of magnetism was known by the Chinese and the magnet was in wide
use by the Europeans by the twelfth century [192], although the magnetised Earth
theory did not emerge until the turn of the seventeenth century (in Gilbert’s De
Magnete, published in 1600 [65]). Thanks to the wide use of magnets for navigation,
a vast database of geomagnetic measurements was built up in the century which
followed and in 1724, two workers (George Graham in London and Anders Celsius
in Sweden) independently found a simultaneous deviation by a small angle in the
compass needle that lasted around a day [86]. These were later named “magnetic
storms” by von Humboldt in 1805.1

Early observations of the Sun include those of sunspots by the Chinese dating
back as far as the fourth century BC, and in the west in the eighth century AD.
Galileo is often (incorrectly) accredited with the discovery of sunspots (in his letters
to Mark Welser in 1612) but he is the first to have observed them with a telescope
[250]. The nineteenth century brought a wave of solar discoveries, including solar
spectroscopy in 1817 [61], the sunspot cycle in 1843 [220], and solar flares, differen-
tial rotation and chemical composition in 1859 [30, 31, 99]. The era of photography
helped here, with the first solar photograph obtained in 1845 [47].2 Figure 2.1 shows
a drawing of the eclipse observed on 18 July 1860 in Torreblanca (Spain). Toward
the southwest (lower-right) of the image appears to be a bubble-shaped structure that
is disconnected from the Sun and remaining corona. Drawings of the same eclipse
by other workers also reveal an extended structure in this region of the Sun. This is
believed to be the first direct observation of a coronal mass ejection, although none
realised what it was at the time.

In 1852, the sunspot cycle was “absolutely” connected with geomagnetic activity
by Edward Sabine, based on an accumulation of data since the 1830s [216]. This
relationship was confirmed by two other researchers, working independently, at
around the same time [219]. Later that decade in 1859 the now famous Carrington
Event (or Carrington Storm) occurred. Here a powerful flare erupted from a large
active region on the Sun (recorded by Richard Carrington [30]) and 18 h later the
most intense magnetic storm in recorded history occurred at Earth. As a result,
telegraph systems failed across Europe and North America and aurora were ob-
served at latitudes as low as the Caribbean. Contemporary estimates of the Dst
index for the Carrington Event range from −1,600 nT [248] to −850 nT [228].
In the following years, associations between flares and geomagnetic storms contin-
ued, although the relationship was not one-to-one. For example, Maunder [184] and
Greaves and Newton [87,88] showed that the great geomagnetic storms were usually

1 For a review of geomagnetism, refer to Stern [231].
2 An excellent summary on the history of the study of the Sun may be found at the High Altitude
Observatory (HAO) webpage, at http://www.hao.ucar.edu/Public/education/spTimeline.html.

http://www.hao.ucar.edu/Public/education/spTimeline.html
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Fig. 2.1 Drawing of the 1860 eclipse recorded by Tempel [205] and identified later by Jack Eddy.
This is believed to be the first observation of a coronal mass ejection

accompanied on the Sun by groups of large-area sunspots. In 1931, Chapman and
Ferraro [33–35] proposed that this correlation could be explained if there was a spo-
radic ejection of ionised material from the Sun. In the same year, the coronagraph
was invented, allowing the continuous monitoring of the corona without the need
to wait for a solar eclipse. This was achieved by permanently blocking the brighter
light from the photosphere using a disk, known as an occulting disk [178].

2.2 Coronal Transients

Although the coronagraph was invented by Bernard Lyot in 1931, it was not until
later that the sensitivity of the instrument was reduced to a level where faint coro-
nal eruptions could be observed. For the most part, this required the utilisation of
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space-based coronagraphs, and it is Richard Tousey, using OSO-7 coronagraph
observations who is accredited with the discovery of the CME. In a review published
in the Proceedings of the Fifteenth Plenary Meeting of COSPAR (Space Research
XIII) in 1973, Tousey referred to transients in the K-corona moving with speeds of
400–1,000 km/s [244]. He described the observation of the first CME thusly:

The prominence erupted at 1701 UT and at 1938 UT the OSO image showed a cloud just
emerging from the occulter shadow. . . The next image frame was at 2111 UT. The extreme
right edge of this frame recorded a portion of a bright cloud whose leading edge extended
barely into the inner polarizing ring. In the following frame at 2123 UT the cloud had moved
outward, and its recorded portion suggested a cloud of circular shape, with diameter about
equal to the sun’s radius, located at 35◦ N radially above the prominence. The next two
images taken at 11 1

2 minute intervals, clearly show the motion of the plasma cloud through
the corona. (pp. 724–725 [244])

At around the same time, coronal disturbances were being monitored using the
ground coronagraph at Sacramento Peak in New Mexico. These were reported by
Howard DeMastus, Bill Wagner and Rich Robinson in the Solar Physics journal in
1973. They refer to a number of “fast green line events” or “coronal transients” ob-
served on the solar limb from 1956 to 1972, and they attempted to associate them
with other forms of solar limb activity [45]. By this time coronal transients had also
been recognised by workers using the Mauna Loa coronagraph, with observations
published the following year [64, 163]. It seems highly likely that all groups had
observed manifestations of the same phenomenon.

The coronagraph on board OSO-7 continued to observe CMEs and a total of 20
were confirmed before it re-entered the Earth’s atmosphere in 1974 [120]. The pre-
vious year, in 1973 the US space station Skylab was launched. Around 77 transients
were observed by the Skylab coronagraph from May 1973 to February 1974 [196],
and they were immediately identified as mass ejections [81]. The first appearance of
the term “coronal mass ejection” appears to be in Gosling et al. [83], although the
term “mass ejection coronal transient” appears in Hildner [110]. Initially, workers
preferred to adhere to the more conservative “coronal transient”, and the coronal
mass ejection term was initially reserved for a particular type of eruption observed,
but over time this term began to dominate. By 1990, virtually all workers were
referring to all large ejecta observed with a coronagraph as a coronal mass ejection
or CME.

Observations of CMEs continued into the 1980s with the launch of the US De-
partment of Defense Test Program satellite P78-1 in February 1979, and of NASA’s
Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) in February 1980. On board each, amongst an
assortment of other solar instruments, was the Naval Research Laboratory’s corona-
graph, Solwind [188] and NASA’s coronagraph/polarimeter C/P [182] respectively.
Among the discoveries of this next generation of space-based coronagraphs was the
first Earth-directed CME by Russ Howard and co-workers. This transient was ob-
served in November 1979 and was associated with an interplanetary shock detected
near the Earth. The results were published in the Astrophysical Journal in 1982
[121]. The term “halo CME” arises from this publication. The “classic” three-part
CME structure shown in Fig. 1.1 was also first identified by the SMM C/P in this era
[138]. Figure 2.2 shows images of CMEs obtained by these early instruments.
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Fig. 2.2 Images of some of the early CMEs observed by space-based coronagraphs. (a) One of
the first CMEs observed with OSO-7 by Tousey [244]. This image was obtained on 14 December
1971 (Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with permission). (b) The
coronagraph on board Skylab (available courtesy of the High Altitude Observatory (HAO)), ob-
tained on 10 August 1973. Images from (c) Solwind on 7 May 1979 [151] (Reproduced with kind
permission of Springer Science and Business Media), and (d) C/P on 14 April 1980 [230] (courtesy
of HAO) follow

The combination of the two coronagraphs from Solwind and C/P resulted in the
observation of over 2,000 CMEs, thereby enabling the detailed statistical analysis
of their properties for the first time. Hundhausen et al. [137] using C/P reported that
the location of the CME was more evenly distributed around the Sun than the events
observed by Skylab, which were localised around the equator. Howard et al. [122]
surveyed almost a thousand CMEs over 3 years (March 1979 to December 1981)
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using Solwind and provided extensive statistical results on structure, mass, angular
span, location and kinetic energy. Both reported a “major” CME occurrence of
around one per day. Similar statistical results using the complete C/P CME dataset
were reported by Hundhausen et al. [136]. The fastest CME by that time was
reported in this paper and determined to be 2,101 km/s. Hence, by 1995 solar physi-
cists had a good picture of CME occurrence, structure, speed, mass and energy via
an investigation of case studies as well as statistical surveys.

2.3 Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections (ICMEs)

Long before the discovery of the CME, investigations of the interplanetary counter-
parts of solar eruptions were being investigated, in studies pre-dating the space age.
Here, interplanetary shocks were being studied via particles that were accelerated
by them, and via their radio signatures. Solar energetic particles, or SEPs as they are
now known, were first observed by Scott Forbush in 1946 when he noted bursts of
cosmic ray intensity at the Earth [59]. They were immediately associated with so-
lar flares and with variable magnetic fields around sunspots [60]. Such ground level
enhancements, or GLEs, were later detected by neutron monitors in 1956 [187] and
with riometers in 1959 [206]. Although always associated with flares, solar energetic
particles (SEPs) were described by John Wild and co-workers in 1963 to be acceler-
ated by two stages: Flare acceleration of electrons up to ∼100 keV, and acceleration
caused by an outward-moving fast magnetohydrodynamic shock. The second phase
appeared to be necessary for substantial acceleration of protons and higher-energy
electrons [271]. This two-stage acceleration was confirmed using in-situ observa-
tions through the 1980s and 1990s [68].

The study of radio bursts arose from observations with the first radiospectrograph
at Penrith in New South Wales (Australia) in 1950. The observed radio bursts were
classified into three “Types”: Type I bursts were short-lived, narrowband bursts oc-
curring during storm periods, Type II bursts were longer in duration, accompanied
solar flares and drifted gradually in frequency, while Type III bursts were short-
lived broadband bursts where the frequency of maximum intensity drifted rapidly
[267]. Later in 1957, using an interferometer at the Nançay observatory in France, a
fourth type of burst event, designated Type IV, was discovered [14]. Type IV bursts
were long-duration, associated with solar flares, and often followed a Type II burst.
Finally, a new burst which often followed Type III was identified in 1959 and clas-
sified as a Type V [270]. According to McLean and Labrum [186]:

The observations of Type II and Type III bursts contributed significantly to the developing
subject of solar flare ‘anatomy’ [269]. It was found repeatedly that groups of Type III bursts
occurred at the very start of flares, coincident with the arrival of X-rays as signified by the
onset of sudden ionospheric disturbances. The Type II burst, if one occurred, began some
minutes later. (pp. 12–13 [186])

The first height-time plots of CMEs (or rather, their shocks) were plotted indirectly
using analysis of Type II bursts. Figure 2.3 provides an example of such a plot
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Fig. 2.3 An early example of a height-time plot, derived from Type II and Type III bursts [268].
This plot results in a Type II speed of 230 km/s

from Wild et al. [268]. While it was not entirely understood at the time what was
being observed, relatively precise measurements of the kinematic evolution of solar
eruptions were being made well before the discovery of the CME, and even before
the space age.

2.3.1 In-Situ Observations

Into the space age, and still before the detection of CMEs by coronagraphs, inter-
planetary shocks were being observed by in-situ spacecraft as they were impacted
by, and passed through these shocks in space. It was suggested by Thomas Gold
(1955) that high-speed plasma ejected from the Sun would produce a collision-
less shock in the interplanetary medium [70]. So, while the shock is not the ICME
itself, it is a convenient associated signature. Interplanetary shocks were first di-
rectly observed in 1962 by the Mariner 2 spacecraft [229] and a further two were
reported in 1968 by Jack Gosling and co-workers using the Vela 3 spacecraft pair
[78]. Hundhausen et al. [135] used solar wind observations of shock disturbances to
estimate that a large shock was associated with an ejection of 1013 kg and 1032 ergs
from the Sun. By 1973, several publications had emerged reporting interplane-
tary shock observations, many of which were connected with geomagnetic activity
[50,132,133,139,140,166,199,242]. Hence by the discovery of the CME, the theory
of the formation and propagation of interplanetary shocks was firmly established,
and had been confirmed with direct observation using in-situ spacecraft. They were
associated with eruptions from the Sun (then mostly believed to be solar flares), and
were known to cause increases in geomagnetic activity, particularly in the form of a
sudden-(storm)-commencement, or S(S)C.
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The first direct association between interplanetary shocks and CMEs was made
by Gosling et al. [82] by comparing a CME observed by the coronagraph on Skylab
with an interplanetary shock detected by Pioneer 9 [82]. Other early works include
Dryer [48], Burlaga et al. [21] and Michels et al. [189]. The term “ICME” appears
to have been coined by Xuepu Zhao in a paper presented at the Solar-Terrestrial
Predictions Workshop in Ottawa in 1991, and a paper published in the Journal of
Geophysical Research in 1992 [282]. It was brought into mainstream use following
the publication of a review by Murray Dryer [49].

The next question that was addressed with the usage of in-situ data was the ele-
mental/ionic composition and thermal behaviour of ICMEs. The first observations
of the composition of the plasma behind interplanetary shocks revealed a helium
abundance enhancement, and pre-dates the discovery of the CME [111]. The asso-
ciation of such enhancements with solar flares was made even earlier, dating back
to the late 1960s [9, 165]. Following a statistical study in which 73 cases of he-
lium abundance enhancements (HAEs) were measured, it was suggested by Borrini
et al. [15, 16] that HAEs were the interplanetary signatures of CMEs. In 1979, high
ionisation states of oxygen and iron were detected following interplanetary shocks
[8, 56]. This also provided information on the thermal state of ICMEs, indicating
that they were hotter than the surrounding solar wind. It is now believed that the
cooler, singly charged helium ions may be associated with filament material known
to be associated with CMEs [27,79,138,221]. Other ions and temperature measure-
ments followed, including magnesium and neon, further suggesting the presence
of filament material or dense plasma from the low corona or chromosphere [16].
Detailed measurements of ion composition, however, would need to await the next
generation of in-situ explorers in the 1990s.

2.3.1.1 Magnetic Clouds

The quest for the identification of a magnetic structure within the ICME was ful-
filled in 1981, when Len Burlaga and co-workers identified a smoothly rotating
magnetic field vector following an interplanetary shock for an ICME observed with
five spacecraft (Voyager 1 and 2, Helios 1 and 2 and IMP-8) [25]. They called it
a “magnetic cloud” citing early theoretical work dating back to the 1950s [193].
Figure 2.4 shows their sketch of this event, including the structure that later became
synonymous with ICMEs: a shock, followed by a sheath, followed by the mag-
netic cloud.3 While this paper did not make the connection with solar transients, an
accompanying paper [161] did. This paper presented a statistical survey of 45 mag-
netic clouds, and directly associated many of them with CMEs. It is this paper that
first identified the combination of characteristics of magnetic clouds that are still

3 This is not to be confused with the classic three part CME structure observed in coronagraphs,
where the shock and sheath are not involved. Relative to that structure the shock and sheath will
form ahead of the leading structure (flux rope).
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Fig. 2.4 Sketch of the
geometry of the magnetic
cloud observed by Burlaga
et al. [25] from spacecraft
observations on 6 January
1978 (their Fig. 5). The dots
show where the observed
boundaries of the cloud
would be at 2200 UT on that
day, assuming they moved at
constant speed [25]

used today: low temperatures, high magnetic field strength, and a smoothly rotating
magnetic field vector. Magnetic clouds also have a long duration, typically about
10–48 h with an average of around 27 h [170].

By 1990, it was accepted that magnetic clouds were probably manifestations of
coronal mass ejections [20, 273] and/or filaments [274], that they were regarded as
a strong source of increased geomagnetic activity [281] and that they were often
drivers of interplanetary shocks [161]. It was also known that only a subset of in-
situ ICMEs (30–50%) showed a clear magnetic cloud signature [29, 74]. The rest
were identified by other signatures in the solar wind, such as the presence of an
interplanetary shock, expansion signatures in the speed and density profiles, ener-
getic particle and temperature decreases, and chemical composition signatures such
as HAEs.

2.4 The Solar Flare Myth

In the same year that Chapman & Ferraro made their suggestion of the ionised
material ejection as possibly being responsible for geomagnetic storms, Hale [89]
suggested that this material came from large solar flares [89]. Dellinger [44] as-
sociated flares with the geomagnetic disturbance known as a sudden ionospheric
disturbance (or SID), and Newton [197,198] found a statistical correlation between
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large flares and magnetic storms. Later in 1950, Chapman [32], who had not men-
tioned flares in his and Ferraro’s initial suggestion of the cause of magnetic storms,
then cited flares as the likely cause. Quoting Kahler [156]:

Thus, we see that by about 1960 there appeared little reason to doubt that all three solar-
terrestrial disturbances — large geomagnetic storms, SIDs and SEP events — were directly
caused by the flare itself. (p. 115 [156])

This idea continued into the space era. For example, when interplanetary shocks
were first observed by spacecraft in the 1960s, they were assumed to be caused by
solar flares, even though effective associations were made with only mixed success
[78,132,133,229]. So, when the CME was discovered in the 1970s, it was naturally
assumed by many that the CME was also the result of a shock wave from the solar
flare. This assumption persisted despite early revelations that CMEs and geomag-
netic storms were often not associated with flares [45, 81, 155, 180], and that the
energy required to launch the mass ejection was much greater than that of the flare
itself [180, 263].

While it was known that interplanetary shock waves were the likely cause of
most geomagnetic sudden storm commencements, by the early 1970s some work-
ers were expressing doubts about their association with flares. In 1972, Hundhausen
expressed concerns about this association [132, 133], and workers using the early
CME results from the Skylab coronagraph noted the inconsistency between CME
and flare occurrence [81]. Joselyn and McIntosh [155] expressed surprise at the
small percentage of flare-related geomagnetic storms, and proceeded to question
the validity of previous work that found a large percentage of such storms. Sime
et al. [223] questioned the validity of describing a CME as a shock front with the
observation that the flanks of the CME did not move laterally as the loop top moved
outward through the corona. Further evidence, including the movement of surround-
ing plasma ahead of the CME (implying that the CME cannot be a shock because
the shock should be the leading feature) were presented by Sime and Hundhausen
[224]. At the same time, Simnett and Harrison [97, 226, 227] found that the flare
associated with the CME was confined to a loop at only one footpoint of the CME,
while Harrison and co-workers [94,96,98] back-projected CMEs to determine their
onset time, and found that none of them were coincident with a solar flare onset.
They found that typically the flare onset occurred some time later than that of the
CME. Figure 2.5 shows two diagrams produced by Harrison [92] demonstrating the
relationship between the CME and its associated flare.

By 1992, evidence of a CME-centred concept had been accumulated from vir-
tually every area of space physics research. In his excellent review in the Annual
Reviews of Astronomy and Astrophysics, Steve Kahler addressed the questions of

[H]ow did we form such a fundamentally incorrect view of the effects of flares after so much
observational and theoretical work. . . [and] what is the. . . evidence to support a primary role
for CMEs? (p. 114 [156])

The review presented evidence from CME and flare observations themselves,
to metric radio bursts, interplanetary shocks and magnetic fields, solar-energetic
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Fig. 2.5 Diagram representing the relationship between the CME and its associated flare (orig-
inally from Harrison [92] (his Fig. 6), and reproduced in Hundhausen [134] and Gosling [75]).
Reproduced here with permission c© ESO. The top panel shows the temporal relationship, show-
ing the flare onset time occurring later than that of the CME, while the bottom panel shows the
structural relationship, with the flare associated with one footpoint of the CME

particles and their geomagnetic consequences. Kahler demonstrated that it is the
CME, not the flare, which played the central role in major heliospheric and geo-
magnetic phenomena [156].

Despite the solidity of evidence, most of the solar physics community contin-
ued to advocate the flare as the primary source of space weather. A review by
Hudson in 1987 listed 42 great discoveries in solar physics and did not even mention
CMEs [129], while a Lockheed Martin x-ray flare poster distributed at the AGU Fall
Meeting in 1992 explicitly cited flares as the source for major geomagnetic storms.
Finally, following a presentation of a soon-to-be travelling AGU exhibit address-
ing the Sun–Earth connection but not mentioning CMEs, Jack Gosling decided to
write his now famous paper “The Solar Flare Myth”, which was published in the
Journal of Geophysical Research in late 1993 [75]. This paper reviewed and con-
solidated previous work with the express intention of removing the operation of the
flare from “centre stage”, at which it was still firmly placed in the eyes of much
of the solar-terrestrial community. He confirmed that the source of interplanetary
shocks and of most geomagnetic storms was the CME and not the flare, and that the
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Fig. 2.6 The Gosling “modern paradigm” of cause and effect in solar-terrestrial physics. The
events labeled in all caps refer to observational phenomena while lowercase letters indicate physi-
cal processes or descriptive characteristics. Reproduced from Gosling [75]

relationship between the flare and CME was secondary at best. He proposed a so
called “modern paradigm”, shown in Fig. 2.6 (his Fig. 16), describing the relation-
ship between flares, CMEs and geomagnetic activity. Note that two possibilities are
suggested for the occurrence of the flare. Either they are connected as secondary to
a common physical process (labeled as simply “evolving solar magnetic fields”), or
they are a secondary process to that of the CME launch.

This publication caused outrage among the solar physics (particularly the flare)
community and the debate intensified. A special session of the AGU Meeting in
Baltimore in May 1995 entitled ‘Is “The Solar Flare Myth” Really a Myth?’ was
convened (a session to which Gosling himself was not invited). A challenge pa-
per by Švestka [234] referred to Gosling’s conclusions as “faulty and dangerous”
and the response by Gosling and Hundhausen (p. 57) accused Švestka and oth-
ers of attempting to re-classify the definition of a solar flare. A further response
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by Harrison [93] referred to the attempted reclassification to encompass virtually
all eruptions from the Sun as “very misleading”. Other challenges (e.g. Hudson
et al. [131] and Pudovkin [203]) and responses were issued throughout 1995 and it
seemed likely that this debate would remain unresolved for years to come.

Towards the end of 1995, however, the intensity of the Solar Flare Myth de-
bate suddenly appeared to die away. Not coincidentally, the SOHO spacecraft was
launched in December 1995. Perhaps the clarity of CME data from LASCO proved
more conclusive, or perhaps the community was in awe at the quality of the data
delivered by SOHO, but when the dust settled it appeared that the CME community
had prevailed.4 While the CME and flare “camps” remain largely divided in the so-
lar physics community, it is generally accepted today that CMEs, and consequently
large transient solar wind disturbances and geomagnetic storms, are not caused by
solar flares. The Gosling paradigm remains the commonly accepted “big picture”
of the relationship between CMEs, flares and geomagnetic activity, although it is
worth noting that despite this almost unanimous acceptance the remnants of the
flare confusion remain. To this day prominent solar physicists still carelessly refer
to a flare associated with a CME as its “source”. This is often intended to imply
the source region of the CME as projected onto the solar surface, but even this as-
sociation is likely to be inaccurate. Using flares to assist in CME identification is a
fundamentally flawed process for two main reasons. Firstly, as often as not the CME
is not associated with a significant flare, and secondly, at best, the flare is located at
a single footpoint of large CMEs only.

2.5 Interplanetary Scintillation

Also before the detection of CMEs by coronagraphs, the possibility for ICME detec-
tion was being investigated from a completely different direction. Sometime in the
1960s (probably 1964 [106]), Tony Hewish and co-workers at Cambridge Univer-
sity discovered that radio signals from distant sources vary as a result of variations
in the interplanetary medium This is known as interplanetary scintillation (IPS) and
the distortions were observed at radio sources around the metre wavelength level
(frequencies around 100 MHz). Using IPS one can monitor the solar wind.5 and so
can monitor density perturbations in the medium. Hence one could track ICME den-
sity using IPS. By the discovery of the CME in 1973 several papers on this detection
had appeared [107, 114–116]. It was not known at the time whether the transients
observed were the same ones observed in the low corona, but it was clear that these
were dense structures moving through the interplanetary medium between the Sun
and the Earth.

4 The settling of the debate may have occurred at a meeting on CMEs in Bozeman Montana in
1996 where a large number of those from the flare camp were present. According to Jack Gosling
(private communication (2009)), Loren Acton, a main player in solar flares, was instrumental in
getting the solar community to take notice.
5 For a review of early work, refer to W. A. Coles in Space Science Reviews [37].
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By 1978 a number of interplanetary transients had been detected using the IPS
technique. Houminer and Hewish [116] and Houminer [115] investigated density
enhancements in the interplanetary medium that were at low solar latitudes and
appeared to co-rotate with the Sun. Watanabe and co-workers [258, 260] reported
on disturbances in the interplanetary medium which they attributed to flare shock
waves. Interplanetary scintillation and proton density observed by the Pioneer 6
and 7 spacecraft from January–April 1971 were found to be strongly correlated by
Houminer and Hewish [117], and a relationship with the geomagnetic Ap index
was also confirmed [117]. Three transients were identified using IPS by Rickett
[211] and these were correlated with Pioneer 9 and HEOS 2 at the Earth [211].
A further relationship between the Ap index and scintillation parameters was found
by Vlasov et al. [252] and later confirmed using data later than 1978 [253, 254].
The work was performed using four separate ground-based radio arrays, two early
arrays at Lords Bridge near Cambridge (the 4 1

2 Acre Array [46]6) and Pushchino
near Moscow (BSA Large-Phased Array [251]), and two later ones in San Diego
County [4] and Toyokawa [259].

It should be noted that many of the events mentioned above were more likely the
result of enhanced density regions of the Sun brought about by the merger of fast
and slow streams, phenomena now known as corotating interaction regions (CIRs).
Vlasov et al. (1981) identified two types of large-scale perturbations moving away
from the Sun from 0.3 to 1.2 AU away from the Sun, those which vary over times of
the order of 24 h (ICMEs), and those that existed for several days (CIRs) [252].

Despite these efforts it remained unclear whether some of the transients observed
using IPS were related to the CMEs being observed in the coronagraphs. The CME
review paper by MacQueen [180] includes the comment that:

Radio scintillation measurements have, for the most part, proved to be a disappointment [at
associating IPS interplanetary transients with coronagraph mass transients], due principally
to the limited temporal and angular coverage brought about by the paucity of suitable radio
sources, and also as a result of the low [signal-to-noise ratio] present in the observations of
a single event. (p. 618 [180])

It would require an improvement of the IPS technique along with a large statistical
database of CMEs produced by the next generation of coronagraphs in order for a
firm connection between the two phenomena to be made.

2.5.1 Connecting CME and ICME Images Using IPS
Observations

In 1978, the 4 1
2 Acre IPS radio array was upgraded. The collecting area was doubled

to create the 3.6 Hectare Array, and the receivers were upgraded. This enabled more
radio sources to be monitored, thereby increasing the spatial resolution of the maps

6 The 4 1
2 Acre Array was the telescope used by Hewish and co-workers to identify the first pulsar,

a discovery for which he received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1974.
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Fig. 2.7 IPS map of an ICME from 19 September 1980. This is a Mollweide projection with the
Sun at the centre and the 90◦ contour shown. Each square represents a radio source detected with
the 3.6 Hectare Array and a red square indicates an increase in density (i.e. part of a possible
ICME) [237]

produced by IPS. This, along with the coronagraph dataset provided by Solwind and
C/P allowed the first comparison of IPS transients with coronagraph CME images.
Thus, for the first time ICMEs observed by IPS (the first effective ICME images)
were connected with coronagraph CMEs. Figure 2.7 shows an IPS map with a CME
from 19 September 1980 from Tappin [237]. Each square on this figure represents
a radio source and the red squares are those from which an increase in density has
been identified.

In his PhD research work, James Tappin [237] analysed results from a survey of
IPS observations from February 1980 to March 1981 using the 3.6 Hectare Array.
He identified nine transients with a likely association between CME and IPS tran-
sients, three of which were also associated with disappearing filaments. Other papers
by Hewish and co-workers later emerged connecting IPS ICMEs with a solar sur-
face feature, but most of these were associated with a low latitude coronal holes
[104,105,118,240]. Also through 1981–1985, Woo and co-workers reported on us-
ing IPS to study interplanetary shocks, which they connected with blast waves from
solar flares [276–278]. It appears that apart from the work of Tappin, a direct associ-
ation between coronagraph CMEs and IPS ICMEs was not made again until the end
of the 1980s (e.g. [222]), or at least not in the literature. Into the 1990s, however,
the association was made more readily [144, 275].
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2.5.2 White Light ICME Images

Also of vital importance in the connection of CMEs and ICMEs was the first white
light heliospheric imager, launched in the mid-1970s on board the Helios spacecraft.
There were two spacecraft launched as part of this mission, Helios 1 was launched
in December 1974 and Helios 2 was launched in January 1976. The missions ended
in 1982 and 1976 respectively, although both spacecraft continued to deliver data
until the mid 1980s. To this day they remain in their highly eccentric orbit about the
Sun (perihelion ∼0.3 AU, aphelion ∼1.0 AU).

Each contained a white light imager as the zodiacal light experiment [169], which
consisted of three photometers (white light cameras) oriented such that large strips
at constant ecliptic latitude could be scanned as the spacecraft spun. The cameras
were centred at 15◦, 30◦ and 90◦ below the spacecraft equatorial plane, and the first
two cameras scanned at 5.6◦ to 22.5◦ longitude width, depending on the required
angular resolution. Figure 2.8 provides a projected view of the scans of the first two
Helios 2 cameras, from Jackson et al. [151]. While this was not the primary science
objective of the instrument, they could be used to obtain partial images of ICMEs
in white light for the first time: They would be observed as they passed through the
field of view of each camera (note the arc labeled CME in Fig. 2.8).

The usage of Helios to detect ICMEs was first demonstrated by Richter et al.
[210]. They noted high-latitude “plasma clouds” and measured speeds for a number
of them at around 300 km/s. They even associated one event with a CME observed
by Solwind on 5 June 1979. This CME had a measured speed of 500 km/s and the
Helios plasma cloud, observed on 6 June 1979, had a speed of 260–330 km/s. Thus
they noted that if this was the same event then it had experienced a deceleration
en-route. Jackson and co-workers took the observations further, and attempted to

Fig. 2.8 Projection of the field of view of Helios 2 with a CME leading edge included. This is from
a study on the 7 May 1979 CME [151]. The strips shown are from the 15◦ and 30◦ photometers
from Helios 2, with a longitudinal width of 5.6◦ (Reproduced with kind permission of Springer
Science and Business Media)
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Fig. 2.9 Early attempts at ICME 3-D production for the event on 8–9 May 1979 CME [150]

produce low-resolution images of the density changes. Early works using this tech-
nique were published in 1985, 1988 and 1989 [141,143,150,151] and Fig. 2.9 show
the results from one of these early production attempts. The technique was devel-
oped further through the 1990s [109, 147] and eventually Helios white light data
were used with IPS data [108]. This is now termed tomography [143] and is still
in use for ICMEs mostly by the University of California, San Diego (CASS) today.
Other contemporary work compared Helios transients with coronagraph CMEs and
interplanetary shocks [142,149,265,266], and by the end of the Helios era the asso-
ciation between coronagraph CMEs and white light and IPS ICMEs had been firmly
established.

Although the early attempts at 3-D construction by Helios have been questioned
by some, the zodiacal light experiment was a success as a proof of concept for a
white light heliospheric imager. Without the success of this instrument, it is likely
that the next generation of heliospheric imagers would not have been constructed,
even though it took 20 years for the next one to emerge.

2.5.3 Contribution to the Solar Flare Myth Debate

As should be obvious, interplanetary imaging of ICMEs using white light imagers
and IPS were contemporary with the Solar Flare Myth debate. So those working in
IPS and with Helios made their contribution. Early IPS work attempted to connect
interplanetary transients with flares [258] and Tappin tried to make this connection
with little success [237, 240]. Studies which did make the flare connection include
those by Woo and colleagues [276–278]. Hence, by 1985 the connection between
IPS ICMEs and solar flares remained ambiguous.

From the white light ICME side, although the majority of the Helios photometer
workers were in the solar flare “camp”, studies attempting to link the white light
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ICMEs were also met with mixed success. Richter et al. [210] in their first results
paper tried, but failed to associate solar flares with their observed transients [210],
yet others successfully made the connection [235]. Most of the studies, however,
wisely focused mostly on the CME connection, and spent less time on the flares.

The latter half of the 1980s saw a series of studies accumulating evidence of
a lack of flare association with IPS ICMEs. In a survey of 96 interplanetary tran-
sients using IPS, Hewish and Bravo, writing in Solar Physics in 1986, found that
many events had no association with flares or even disappearing filaments [105].
Houminer and Hewish [118] showed that the large geomagnetic disturbance in
August 1972 was not associated with a flare, and presented a case in favour of a
coronal hole source. In the same year Hewish, in an article in New Scientist stated:

The widely held textbook theory is that solar flares are responsible. . . [T]he energy launches
blast waves upwards into the solar atmosphere, producing an interplanetary shock wave that
could ultimately reach the Earth and produce magnetic storms. This has been the gener-
ally accepted theory for the past 50 years, but our new method of mapping interplanetary
weather with a radio telescope does not agree with it. (p. 48 [103])

Note that here Hewish refers to “interplanetary weather”, which has now been re-
placed with the more catchy term “space weather”. While Hewish and colleagues
clearly rejected the notion that magnetic storms were caused by solar flares, they
mostly believed that coronal holes were the source of ICMEs and of major space
weather at the Earth. Today it is generally accepted that major magnetic storms are
probably caused by erupting closed magnetic field structures (CMEs), which do cre-
ate the occasional coronal hole (see coronal dimming in Sect. 7.2.6). It is also quite
clear that recurrent geomagnetic activity is caused by corotating fast streams from
equatorial coronal holes or the equatorial extension to polar coronal holes, but the
storms caused by these are generally (but not always) not particularly large.

2.6 The 1990s: The Next Generation of Imaging and In-Situ
Spacecraft

A list of the spacecraft making significant contributions to our understanding of
CMEs is provided in Chap. 3. Section 3.3 reveals that only one such spacecraft was
launched in the 1980s (SMM), and had that been launched only 2 months earlier
it would have been a 1970s launch. While many of the spacecraft launched in the
1970s continued to function well into the 1980s (and some into the 1990s and later),
after SMM no new missions of significance to CME study were launched throughout
the 1980s decade. Furthermore, once SMM re-entered Earth’s atmosphere in 1989,
no continuous surveillance of the outer corona occurred until 1996.7

7 The low corona did continue to be observed by ground coronagraphs throughout, solar flare
activity was monitored by the GOES spacecraft, and brief studies of the outer corona were provided
by the SPARTAN-201 flights with the Shuttle in 1993, 1994, 1995 and 1998.
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So, after such a productive decade of space-based solar observatories, why was
there such a sudden and prolonged slump? There are two reasons. Firstly, the solar
community was largely focused on solar flares, not CMEs. The second reason, I’m
convinced, lies in the changes in priority for NASA launches during the 1980s. My
understanding is that following the success of the Shuttle (first launched in April
1981), an edict was issued requiring scientific (particularly NASA-funded) space-
craft to be launched via the Shuttle. Unfortunately, launches fell behind in schedule
from the very beginning, and thus did the launch of many missions. Ulysses, for
example, was scheduled to be launched on board Challenger in its very next flight
following STS-51L on 31 January 1986. History remembers the tragic events of that
morning, and the loss of the spacecraft with all hands. The grounding of the Shuttle
fleet following the Challenger disaster created further delays, and Ulysses was fi-
nally launched on board Discovery in October 1990. It seems likely that NASA had
changed its priorities for launches by then, for the next generation of solar and in-
terplanetary medium space observatories would not be launched from the Shuttle.8

2.6.1 In-Situ Probes: Ulysses, WIND and ACE

As mentioned in the previous section, the launch of Ulysses was delayed consid-
erably through the 1980s and was launched in 1990. On board was an assortment
of magnetic field, energetic particle and other experiments (Sect. 3.4) but what was
unique about Ulysses was its orbit. This spacecraft was charged with the excep-
tionally difficult task of leaving the ecliptic plane and achieving a near polar orbit
around the Sun. It achieved this by a gravitational assist around the planet Jupiter,
and it needed to pass closer to the planet than any previous artificial object to do
so. Ulysses passed within six Jovian radii in February 1992, and provided unprece-
dented information about the planet’s magnetosphere in the process. It then moved
into its (almost) polar orbit about the Sun, where it has performed over three com-
plete orbits to date. Figure 2.10 shows the third orbit of Ulysses from ∼2002–2008.

Given its unique orbit, the contributions to solar and interplanetary exploration
made by Ulysses were mainly of observations of the polar regions of the Sun. It was
already known that the polar regions lay on open magnetic field lines and at the
surface were polar coronal holes, long known to be the source of fast-flowing solar
wind. Ulysses found, for example, that there were two solar wind types, with fast
solar wind emanating from the polar regions and slow solar wind at lower latitudes,
and no intermediate speed solar wind in-between [185, 255]. Other discoveries in-
clude the behaviour of the solar dipole, which seemed to act more like two monopole
fields due to the distortion by the solar wind [7], and the blockage of cosmic rays
into the polar regions by high levels of Alfvén waves [113]. It was also found that
polar magnetic fields were connected with the equatorial regions, if one moved far
enough away from the Sun [58, 214].

8 With the exception of a number of brief flights with the SPARTAN-201 coronagraph.
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Fig. 2.10 Diagram of the third orbit of Ulysses (available courtesy of NASA)

Ulysses also contributed to our understanding of the nature of ICMEs. Gosling
(1994) showed that CMEs can occur in the fast solar wind [77] and characteristics
of ICMEs at distances from the Sun out to 5 AU were observed in large numbers
[26,80,217,282]. Later, ICMEs in Ulysses were compared with transients observed
with IPS [153, 154] and with heliospheric white light images when they became
available [238]. Charge state distributions of ICMEs were investigated using Ulysses
data by Henke et al. (1998, 2001), who found that the charge state ratios of heavy
solar wind ions (C6+/C5+, O7+/O6+, Si10+/Si9+, Fe12+/Fe11+) were related to the
structure of the internal magnetic field [100, 101].

In February 2008, Ulysses lost its secondary X-band transmitter which, among
other things, allowed the regulation of temperature of the spacecraft. As it was on
its way out away from the Sun, operators predicted 6 weeks before it froze to a point
beyond operation. Despite this, the spacecraft continued to function for a further 18
months, and was finally turned off on 30 June 2009, just 4 months shy of its 19th
anniversary from launch.

The next two solar/interplanetary in-situ spacecraft (WIND, launched November
1994 and ACE, launched August 1997: refer to Sect. 3.4) contained sophisticated
instrumentation and have since been used as scientific and monitoring probes. The
instruments on board the WIND and ACE spacecraft were mostly improved or
modified versions of those already tested on previous missions. Many of the in-
struments on board ACE, for example, are actually flight spares from Ulysses and
WIND,9 and ACE/SEPICA is an upgraded version of the ISEE-3 solar wind particle
analyser. Likewise, the orbits from each spacecraft are not unlike those that had been

9 EPAM is the flight spare for Ulysses/HI-SCALE, SWEPAM is the flight spare for Ulysses/
SWOOPS, SWICS is the flight spare for Ulysses/SWICS, and MAG is the flight spare from
WIND/MFI.
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seen before. The L1 location of ACE had been previously occupied by ISEE-3, and
WIND was certainly not the first spacecraft to assume a high-Earth orbit that passed
into the upstream solar wind region beyond the magnetosphere (the Vela spacecraft
were in such orbits in the early 1960s (Sect. 3.1)), although its orbit did take on a
slightly unique posture.

So, along with detailed observations of the solar wind and ICMEs, these space-
craft provided a continuous datastream of interplanetary medium and ICME prop-
erties that remain continuous to this day. Their enhanced instrumentation also
provided more in-depth studies of phenomena in the interplanetary medium. This,
coupled with the next generation of imaging instruments (discussed in the follow-
ing sections), allowed for the first time a reliable continuous monitoring of solar,
interplanetary and magnetospheric activity simultaneously from the perspective of
instruments in long-term stable orbits. This greatly enhanced the space weather fore-
casting product that is still in use. ACE remains the most crucial early-detection
system for space weather, as it is always in the sunward direction of the Earth and is
capable of monitoring both ICME ram pressure and (crucially) magnetic field orien-
tation. WIND provides a similar monitoring capacity as well, but its new orbit does
not place it Sunward of the Earth very often, and it is too close to the Earth to provide
sufficiently advanced forecasting. Also, WIND data are not available in real time.

Statistical studies of ICMEs using WIND and ACE include Cane and Richardson
[28,208], Lynch et al. [176,177] and Howard and Tappin [124]. The main scientific
contributions provided by these spacecraft seem to be advances in our understanding
of the composition of ICMEs, and of magnetic clouds. Iron charge distribution of
ICMEs were investigated by ACE by Gloeckler et al. [67] and Lepri et al. [173] who
found typical charges of 9+–11+, but charges greater than 16+ were also identified
[67, 173]. As with earlier studies, the higher charge states were attributed to hot
plasma originating low in the solar corona or from initial heating during the launch
of the CME. Later work includes the investigation of solar wind heating by ICME-
driven shocks [164], and the relationship between composition and solar surface
parameters [164, 207].

As mentioned in Sect. 2.3.1.1, it was already known by 1990 that only a small
fraction of ICMEs were observed to contain the recognised magnetic cloud struc-
ture. However, by that year a global picture of the structure of a magnetic cloud had
already been formed [22]. This picture, shown in Fig. 2.11 is described at 1 AU by
Lepping [170]:

[M]agnetic clouds at 1 AU are approximately force-free structures. The magnetic cloud’s
geometry is that of a nested set of helical magnetic field (B) lines confined to a flux tube,
which is curved on a scale of about 1 AU (or maybe a little smaller at its nose) ... when
considered globally... When examined locally, the structure is approximately cylindrically
symmetric, and the pitch angle of the helical field lines increases with increasing distance
from the axis of the cloud, such that the field is aligned with the axis of symmetry at
the position of the axis and perpendicular to it on the cloud’s boundary, in most cases.
(pp. 80–81 [170])

Consequently, empirical modelling of magnetic clouds using in-situ data were
based on this global picture. A model developed by Burlaga [19] and refined by
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Fig. 2.11 Sketch of a global
view of a magnetic cloud
through the ecliptic plane,
with solar rotation taken
into account [183]

Lepping et al. [171] using ISEE-3 and IMP-8 (and described further in Sect. 7.3.2)
set the scene for magnetic cloud reconstruction techniques for when the next
generation of in-situ data became available. Several different methods for such re-
construction followed, and Riley et al. [212] provides a review of the more popular
models.

Another important discovery using ACE data is magnetic reconnection within
ICMEs, including magnetic clouds. Briefly, magnetic reconnection is the process
where field lines from different magnetic regimes are connected, which violates the
frozen-in field condition of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). This enables the trans-
fer of energetic particles across magnetic regimes, and the release of large amounts
of stored energy in magnetised plasma environments. We discuss this in further
detail with regard to the Earth’s magnetic field in Sect. 10.3. The theory of reconnec-
tion as applying to solar flares dates back to the electromagnetic “neutral point” idea
of Giovanelli [66], which was developed for MHD by Dungey and others through
the 1950s [51, 52, 200, 236] and established by Petschek [201]. The exact role of
reconnection in CME launch and evolution remains to this day unknown (we dis-
cuss some theories surrounding this role in Chap. 8), and although some evidence
for reconnection has been observed in coronagraph CME data [225], it had not been
directly observed by in-situ spacecraft until recently. Observations by Gosling and
co-workers using ACE identified this signature [84, 85] and by the end of 2005
over 40 reconnection events had been observed by ACE with a large fraction within
ICMEs [76].
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Since the launch of WIND in 1994 several hundred publications have appeared
dealing with magnetic clouds with Ulysses, WIND and ACE. Studies have involved
comparing them with CMEs [28, 208], solar surface structures [40, 168] and solar
flares [204], geoeffectiveness [55, 159], magnetic reconnection [84, 85] and even
internal whistler wave propagation [194]. The general picture of magnetic clouds
remains as was defined from their discovery, but they are now an integral and essen-
tial part of ICME study.

2.6.2 Imaging Observatories: Yohkoh, TRACE

The next generation of imaging observatories began with the launch of the Japanese
spacecraft Yohkoh in August 1991 (Sect. 3.4). The spacecraft was abundant with
imagers, including soft and hard x-ray, and x-ray and gamma-ray spectrometers.
The most popularly used instrument appears to be the Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT
[246]), which provided whole-disk images of the Sun in soft x-rays. New features
associated with CMEs were observed with this instrument, including the “sigmoid”
of active regions [1, 215] (Sect. 7.2.8) and a renewed inspiration to study coronal
dimming [73, 232] (Sect. 7.2.6). Of great significance was the overlap in observing
between Yohkoh and SOHO, which does not have an x-ray imager on board. Studies
comparing CMEs with Yohkoh/SXT include Webb [261], Hudson et al. [130] and
Sterling et al. [233].

Another milestone in solar coronal observations was provided by the Transition
Region And Coronal Explorer (TRACE) spacecraft. This is a dedicated NASA Small
Explorer (SMEX) mission providing high-resolution, multiwavelength EUV images
of a selected region of the Sun [90]. Because of its limited field-of-view, it is a
campaign-based instrument, meaning that researchers apply for observing time on
the instrument to study a region of interest on the Sun. TRACE provided views of
the corona in unprecedented detail, along with some spectacular movies of eruptions
in the low corona. It has allowed an investigation of the structure of flux ropes and
loops in the low corona, along with the nature of the helicity (twist) of magnetic
structures during an eruption [3, 6]. Thus it has also assisted in model development
of CME eruptions. CME work involving TRACE includes Zhang and Wang [280],
Goff et al. [69], and Qiu et al. [204].

Yohkoh observed the Sun for 10 years (almost an entire solar cycle) until it ceased
operations in December 2001. TRACE completed its final observing sequence in
June 2010 after just over 12 years in operation.

2.6.3 The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO)

There are many reasons why the cornerstone of solar observing to this day is the
Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), and not just because it was identified
by the European Space Agency (ESA) as part of the “cornerstone” of its long-term
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Table 2.1 The 12 SOHO instruments in order of field of view. The instruments are identified first
by their acronym then their full names, their field of view (if applicable), primary purpose and a
reference to the instrument paper is also provided. Each of these papers were published in a special
edition of the Solar Physics journal in 1995

Acron. Name Field of view Primary purpose Ref.

SWAN Solar Wind Anisotropies Whole-sky Lyman alpha radiation
detector

[11]

LASCO Large Angle Spectroscopic
Coronagraph

1.1–30 R� White light and EUV
coronagraph

[17]

EIT Extreme-ultraviolet Imaging
Telescope

Full solar disk Multiwavelength EUV
imager.

[43]

MDI Michelson Doppler Imager Full solar disk Solar oscillations and
magnetic field
investigation

[218]

UVCS UltraViolet Coronagraph
Spectrometer

∼40× 60′ UV spectroscopy and visible
polarimetry studies

[162]

CDS Coronal Diagnostic
Spectrometer

∼240× 240′ ′ EUV imaging spectrometer [95]

SUMER Solar Ultraviolet
Measurements of Emitted
Radiation

Thin slits EUV analysis [272]

CELIAS Charge, Element, and Isotope
Analysis System

N/A Solar wind and particle
detector

[119]

COSTEP Comprehensive Suprathermal
and Energetic Particle
Analyzer

N/A Energetic particle detector [195]

ERNE Energetic and Relativistic
Nuclei and Electron
experiment

N/A Energetic particle detector [243]

GOLF Global Oscillations at Low
Frequencies

N/A Helioseismology observer [63]

VIRGO Variability of the Solar
Irradience and Gravity
Oscillations

N/A Helioseismology and
radiometry

[62]

“Horizon 2000” science program. First and foremost was the quality and variety of
the data provided by its 12 instruments (summarised in Table 2.1). While many of
these types of instruments had been used in the past, on SOHO they were of higher
resolution and quality, and were all available on board a single spacecraft.

With regard to CME study, the EUV imager EIT and spectrometer CDS provided
invaluable information on solar eruptions associated with CMEs, but the major con-
tributors to CME research were of course the coronagraphs. LASCO originally
consisted of three coronagraphs, C1 with a field of view (FOV) of 1.1–3.0 R�, C2
(FOV 1.5–6.0 R�) and C3 (FOV 3.7–30 R�). C2 and C3 are white light imagers,
while C1 observed at variable EUV wavelengths.

For 2 1
2 years SOHO returned images of unprecedented detail on the Sun, in-

cluding CMEs. The sensitivity of LASCO led to halo (Earth directed) CMEs to be
easily detected for the first time, and a large statistical database of CME observations
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had begun. Then on 25 June 1998, the spacecraft suddenly went into an uncontrol-
lable spin and was lost for around a month. It was located on 23 July by a radio
telescope and was dead in space, but careful analysis of its spin and trajectory en-
abled a prediction for when solar panels would be pointing at the Sun, providing
power to the spacecraft. The first signal was received on 3 August and it was fully re-
covered by 16 September. Some ingenious engineering and scientific analysis went
into the recovery of SOHO, including a study of the images of the Sun as they moved
in and out of the field of view. The incident was later attributed to a sequence of op-
erational errors leading to both gyroscopes being left off [245] but it was actually
caused by a combination of blunders. It is very rare for a spacecraft to be recovered
once such a malfunction has occurred. This is the only critical malfunction to occur
in SOHO during its 15 years lifetime, although since January 2003 its data transmis-
sion capabilities have been limited following a malfunction in the pointing system
of its high-gain antenna, which is now unable to move. Since the SDO launch some
of SOHO’s instruments have become redundant and so have been turned off. Most
recently MDI in April 2011.

Almost all of the instruments on board SOHO returned to operation unscathed
during the 1998 incident, with the exception of the LASCO/C1 camera. Nobody
knows for certain what happened to C1, but it generally believed that one of the
glass plates of the Fabry-Perot was misaligned when the instrument froze (in the
early stages of the spin, the side of the spacecraft on which LASCO was located
was pointing away from the Sun). Thus, C1 was disabled before most workers had
really figured out how to work with it.10 Unlike C2 and C3 which were mandated to
continuously observe the Sun (following a decision by the late Guenther Brueckner,
original Principal Investigator of LASCO), C1 remained essentially a campaign
instrument, so joint studies with the other coronagraphs were often difficult. Hence,
relatively few scientific investigations of CMEs have been performed using C1.
Some examples include Plunkett et al. [202], Cook et al. [38], and Mierla et al. [191].

The other two instruments, C2 and C3 have gone on to great heights. The actual
number of publications using LASCO is virtually impossible to identify, but it easily
numbers in the thousands and probably tens of thousands. Along with the detailed
study of CMEs, LASCO has assisted in research from solar wind origination to
space weather to comet discovery. While many of the parameters CMEs documented
had been measured with previous instruments (kinematics, mass, energy), LASCO
provided them with a sensitivity not before seen, and has now for the first time
provided a continuous dataset of observations for more than an entire solar cycle.
Two popular CME catalogs have appeared, managed by NRL (http://lasco-www.nrl.
navy.mil/cmelist.html) and Goddard (http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME list/). From
1996 to the end of 2008, the latter provided details on just under 14,000 CMEs ob-
served with LASCO C2 and C3. Milestones achieved by these instruments include:

1. The largest database of CMEs, by an order of magnitude.
2. The first statistical database of CME properties over an entire solar cycle.

10 I like to joke that LASCO should now be called LACO, as the spectroscopic capabilities of the
instrument were lost when C1 ceased to operate.

http://lasco-www.nrl.navy.mil/cmelist.html
http://lasco-www.nrl.navy.mil/cmelist.html
http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/
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3. Unprecedented statistical details on CME properties [279].
4. The first large database of halo CMEs and their relationship with space weather

and interplanetary shocks [124].
5. The first attempts at 3-D reconstruction of CMEs [123].
6. Studies of the onset region of CMEs, including evidence of magnetic

reconnection [225].

Although some of the instruments on board SOHO have been eclipsed by their
successors (e.g. SDO), LASCO remains crucial to the solar mission despite its suc-
cession by newer space coronagraphs. It is probably the main reason for why the
SOHO mission remains active – had it not been for the unique dataset provided by
LASCO, the spacecraft would likely have been retired in 2008.

2.6.3.1 Information Exchange

Another reason for the success of SOHO is the manner with which its informa-
tion was disseminated to the scientific and general community. The importance of
the internet, or specifically the World Wide Web regarding information exchange
cannot be overstated. For previous space missions, data were available either via
specific publications (such as the King NSSDC Interplanetary Medium Data Book
[39, 160] or from scientific publications), or via personal request to those responsi-
ble for collecting and maintaining the data (i.e. those who owned the dataset). The
latter particularly applied to early coronagraph data. Hence, scientific information
related to the Sun and CMEs was typically only available to the scientific elite, and
public exposure was extremely limited. The World Wide Web became widely used
around the time of the launch of SOHO,11 which enabled NASA to introduce its
open-data policy. Hence through the Web, data from SOHO were universally avail-
able, thereby increasing its popularity, accessibility and public exposure. Scientists
and the general public alike can to this day access SOHO data in whichever form is
preferred, from the high-quality “FITS” files to complete images constructed by the
SOHO analysis teams. NASA now encourages an open data policy on many of its
scientific missions, and it is now the accepted standard for the generations of solar
and space missions (and not only the NASA ones) that have followed. Table 2.2
provides a selection of popular websites at which space science data are accessible
to the general public. There are many others and the list continues to grow.

UFOs? Or Misuse of Data?

Provision of scientific data to the general public has proven to be an outstanding suc-
cess in terms of exposure, scrutiny and public participation in scientific work. For
example, the University of California, Berkeley’s SETI@Home project, launched in

11 The World Wide Web Consortium (WC3), for example, was founded in September 1994 [152].
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Table 2.2 A selection of popular websites at which space science data are available. These range
from the general to the specific, such as those managed by a single spacecraft team

Name Manged by URL

General
National Space Science Data

Center
NASA/GSFC http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/space/

Coordinated Data Analysis
Workshop (CDAW)

NASA/GSFC http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/

Solar-Geophysical Data NOAA http://sgd.ngdc.noaa.gov/sgd/jsp/solarindex.jsp
Solar Data Analysis Center NASA/GSFC http://umbra.nascom.nasa.gov/sdac.html
Community Coordinated

Modeling Center
NASA/GSFC http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/models/index.php

Solar Data NOAA ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/SOLAR DATA/

Specific
SOHO Data NASA/GSFC http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/data.html
STEREO Science Center NASA/GSFC http://stereo-ssc.nascom.nasa.gov/data/
ACE Science Center Caltech http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/
WIND MFI Page NASA/GSFC http://lepmfi.gsfc.nasa.gov/
Yohkoh SXT Data MSU http://www.lmsal.com/SXT/data.html

1999 [2], has taken public participation to a new level, by analysing data using the
processing power of home computers. Comet hunters have used the SOHO/LASCO
coronagraphs to identify hundreds of new comets, assisting LASCO in becoming
the instrument with the greatest number of comet discoveries (a review on the comet
work can be found in Biesecker et al. [12] and a “Sungrazing Comet” website has
been established by NRL which can be found at http://sungrazer.nrl.navy.mil/index.
php). Accessibility has also improved public awareness and interest in space sci-
ence and has encouraged new generations of scientists (myself included) to join the
community.

The downside to an open data policy is the increased risk of misuse or misin-
terpretation. For example, there are no shortage of conspiracy theories surrounding
data from Mars and the other planets. Regarding solar instruments, my personal
favourite (probably because I was working in the UK Midlands at the time) involves
the “UFO superhighway” supposedly passing through the field of view of some of
the solar imagers. It was cited by UFO hunters as the most conclusive evidence of
UFOs yet obtained. Here’s the story:

In January 2003, the British Newspaper The Daily Mail reported that SOHO
was beaming back:

hundreds of images of UFOs travelling along a kind of super-highway. [249]

They were provided with one such image by the owner of an electronics
company in Manchester, who stated that the images were provided to him
by a Spanish businessman using a large dish to directly collect SOHO data.

http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/space/
http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://sgd.ngdc.noaa.gov/sgd/jsp/solarindex.jsp
http://umbra.nascom.nasa.gov/sdac.html
http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/models/index.php
ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/SOLAR_DATA/
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/data.html
http://stereo-ssc.nascom.nasa.gov/data/
http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/
http://lepmfi.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://www.lmsal.com/SXT/data.html
http://sungrazer.nrl.navy.mil/index.php
http://sungrazer.nrl.navy.mil/index.php
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The objects observed were claimed to be on-edge flying saucers that were
only a few hundred miles from SOHO itself, and that they failed to navi-
gate a straight course, indicating a form of intelligence. Other newspapers
reported the claims, including the Perth Sunday Times and The Evening News
of Scotland and they were due for presentation at the National Space Centre
in Leicester.

Unfortunately (and not surprisingly), these claims turned out to be untrue.
Suspicions were immediately raised when the claimants did not release the
original images, but only the digitally enhanced ones. It was also noted that the
“UFOs” were always seen edge-on. NASA responded later that month with a
“How to Make Your Own UFO” page, which can be found on the SOHO web-
site at http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/hotshots/2003 01 17/. They showed
that bright objects, such as planets and (in that case) cosmic ray hits saturate
the cameras on SOHO, resulting in a “bleeding” of the intensity of the ob-
ject to the left and right of the instrument’s CCD. These can be isolated and
heavily processed using any number of graphics-editing software packages,
to produce the “UFO” image. Figure 2.12 shows how this can be achieved.

Finally, the success of SOHO can also be attributed to the publicity, or “PR
machine” behind the mission. Along with the open-data policy, the “PR” team was
responsible for public outreach programs, classes for students including an online
“Ask Dr. SOHO” email exchange, a screen saver, a cutout module of the spacecraft,
and even souvenirs ranging from cards with moving images to small satchels of
sunscreen with an image of the Sun as observed in EUV. The SOHO team appears
to have been the first solar research team to seriously attempt to reach the general
public in this way, and its success has set a precedent for the missions that followed.

Fig. 2.12 How to make a UFO using SOHO images. (a) The original: a section of a SOHO/EIT
image. The circle highlights a cosmic ray hit. (b) Step 1: Cut-out the region of interest and enlarge,
this image shows the cosmic ray pixels highlighted on the image to the left, with a little different
colour scaling. (c) Step 2: Interpolate the enlarged image (using any one of many methods) instead
of simply re-sampling it. (d) Step 3: Change and “touch up” the colour table, and we have what
may look like a nice UFO with a glow and exhaust fumes! (Courtesy of the NASA SOHO team)

http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/hotshots/2003_01_17/
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2.7 The 2000s: Continuous Monitoring of CMEs, ICMEs
and Space Weather

We now move towards the present day, and the contributions from missions
launched since 2000. There are five missions of relevance in this decade, all of
them containing imagers and one with in-situ instruments as well. Regarding their
contribution to our understanding of CMEs, three of these missions are in a similar
league with Yohkoh and TRACE, that is they provided detailed information on solar
surface characteristics, but nothing beyond the low corona in the Sun. These are
reviewed briefly and further details may be found in Sect. 3.5. The other two have
contributed greatly to our understanding of CMEs and particularly ICMEs, and are
discussed in greater detail.

2.7.1 Low Corona and Solar Observers: RHESSI and Hinode

The first of the twenty-first century dedicated solar observatories was the High
Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (HESSI), launched in February 2002 and re-
named RHESSI in honour of Reuven Ramaty who passed away in 2001 [112].
RHESSI is a hard and soft x-ray imager, and in such capacity cannot observe CMEs
directly. However the solar surface phenomena associated with CMEs have been
studied in great detail. Among the achievements of these instruments are microflare
heating of the solar corona [10] and polarization measurements of solar gamma-ray
flares [13], and while little work has been done with CMEs, some work includes
flare/CME energy comparison [53] and CME-associated coronal waves [256].

In September 2006, the Japanese spacecraft Hinode was launched. As with
RHESSI, the purpose of Hinode is to investigate the solar surface, not CMEs. On
board are x-ray and visible light imagers (SXT [71] and SOT [247]) and an EUV
spectrometer (EIS [41]). CME work with Hinode to date has been mainly for com-
parison purposes, to investigate the solar response to CME launches. Such work
includes Harra et al. [91], Webb [262] and MacIntosh [179].

It is also important to note that although not dedicated solar observatories, GOES
spacecraft also carry soft x-ray instruments for monitoring the Sun. They have been
doing so since 1974 as part of the Sun Environment Monitor (SEM). GOES-12
(launched in 2001) was the first to include an x-ray imager. The GOES instruments
are used for cataloging x-ray flares – the A, B, C, M and X classes describe x-ray
flux as observed by GOES.

2.7.2 2003: SMEI – The First Complete White Light
ICME Images

In the same month in 2003 that the news of UFOs in the SOHO images were be-
ing addressed, the USAF/NRL spacecraft Coriolis was launched. On board was a
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polarimetric microwave radiometer designed for space-based monitoring of ocean
wind speed and direction, called WINDSAT. Also on board was an almost full-sky
camera payload, designed to monitor interplanetary transients in white light. The
instrument, called the Solar Mass Ejection Imager or SMEI [54, 145] was the first
instrument since Helios (20 years prior) to observe the outer corona/interplanetary
medium in white light and the first instrument to provide complete white light im-
ages of ICMEs.

SMEI consists of three scanning cameras which build up an image of the sky
throughout its 102 polar orbit about the Earth. It observes the sky starting from
around 20◦ elongation, or around 0.35 AU (75 R�). While parts of the images are
often contaminated by aurora and particle noise from the passage of the spacecraft
through various regions of the magnetosphere (i.e. the polar caps and South Atlantic
Anomaly), SMEI has allowed for the first time direct measurement of complete
ICMEs through white light. As with coronagraph images, the images are heavily
projected, but unlike coronagraphs the projection effects may be reduced with the
application of some sophisticated geometry (refer to Sect. 5.3). Hence, SMEI allows
three-dimensional reconstructions of ICMEs.

Early work with SMEI involved mostly height-time comparisons with corona-
graph CMEs, interplanetary shocks and geomagnetic storms [128, 238, 239, 264]
but some three-dimensional work has been attempted from the start. For example,
Jackson and co-workers have extended his tomographic reconstruction work (which
originally used Helios and later IPS work) to include SMEI data [146] and myself
and co-workers have performed more simplified reconstruction techniques based on
leading edge measurements of SMEI ICMEs [123, 128]. Figure 2.13 shows results
from one such event.

The most recent work with SMEI involves the utilisation of the projection effects
in order to accurately reconstruct the three-dimensional structure and trajectory of
ICMEs. The theory behind this reconstruction is discussed in Chap. 5, but briefly
it involves applying the physics of CME appearance and geometry relative to an
observer in order to reconstruct the ICME itself. This work is still in its infancy but
discussion of the development and utility of this technique has appeared in a series of
three papers by myself and James Tappin in Space Science Reviews [126,127,241].

2.7.3 2006: STEREO – A New Approach to Solar Observation

The successes of SMEI and Helios contributed to the launch of a white light helio-
spheric imager on board the next solar observatory. The STEREO spacecraft [158],
launched a month after the launch of Hinode in 2006, assumed an orbit and suite of
instruments never before seen on a solar mission. The purpose of STEREO was to
provide multiple in-situ measurements and images of the Sun from different view-
points from the traditional Sun–Earth line, and so each were placed in an orbit
similar to that of the Earth about the Sun. The difference was that one spacecraft
would orbit slightly faster than the Earth with the other slightly slower, resulting
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Fig. 2.13 Images of a CME observed by LASCO and SMEI in February 2004. (a) LASCO/C3
image obtained on 2004/02/15 at 08:18 UT. The white circle represents the solar surface and the
grey disk is the occulter. (b) SMEI image obtained on 2004/02/16 at 07:01 UT. The horizontal and
vertical lines cross at the location of the Sun. (c) Three-dimensional reconstruction of the leading
edge of the CME combining the entire sequence of leading edge measurements from LASCO and
SMEI. Because this event was very close to the sky plane, there is no Sun–Earth component for
this event [123]

in leading and lagging spacecraft in the ecliptic plane. Figure 2.14 shows the loca-
tion of each spacecraft at various times during the mission. The angular separation
between the spacecraft and the Sun–Earth line grows by around 22.5◦ per year.

Along with providing continuous in-situ measurements of interplanetary tran-
sients, allowing a study of the longitudinal structure of ICMEs [123, 127], the
STEREO imagers allow a three-dimensional image of solar structures much in the
same way as depth is perceived using our two eyes. As the spacecraft become
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Fig. 2.14 The location of the STEREO spacecraft on 1 January of (a) 2007, (b) 2008, (c) 2009,
(d) 2010 (from the STEREO website). The coloured circles indicate the following: Yellow =
Sun, green = Earth, red = STEREO-A, blue = STEREO-B. The angular separation between the
spacecraft and the Sun–Earth line grows by around 22.5◦ per day (Images provided courtesy of the
“Where is STEREO” tool (NASA/GSFC))

separated further, three-dimensional reconstructions became possible with different
instruments, first with the EUV low corona structures [5, 174], then the corona-
graphs [125, 190], and finally the heliospheric imagers [127]. The results from one
such reconstruction are shown in Fig. 2.15.

The STEREO spacecraft continue to move apart and are functioning to date.
Eventually they will pass each other on the far side of the Sun and return from
the opposite direction.

2.8 The Continuing Role of Past Missions

It is helpful to remind the reader that many of the missions launched in earlier years
continue to function and play a role in our understanding of space and CMEs to
this day. The Voyagers, for example, continue to monitor the outer regions of the
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Fig. 2.15 Three-dimensional reconstruction of the leading edge of an ICME observed by SMEI
and both STEREO in November 2007. The grey surface represents the leading edge of the ICME,
and A and B are the locations of STEREO-A and -B at the time of the event. The location of the
Earth and Sun are also indicated [127]

heliosphere, and they are reaching the edges of the heliosphere [42]. By the year
2000, they were over 58 AU from the Sun and were still capable of observing ICMEs
even there. At those distances, ICMEs tend to merge with other dense regions (such
as corotating interaction regions or other ICMEs), the combination of which are
called merged interaction regions (MIRs [23], see Sect. 9.7). Richardson et al. [209]
studied a single event from the Sun to the WIND spacecraft at 1 AU to Ulysses at
5 AU then to Voyager 2 at 58 AU. Similar studies include the “Bastille Day” CME
by Burlaga et al. [24] and a series of events the following year [257]. A review of
Voyager observations of MIRs involving CIRs can be found in Lazarus et al. [167].

Along with the Voyager observations, new publications continue to emerge from
ongoing missions dating from the 70s, such as IMP-8 [72, 172]. Also, analysis of
data from spacecraft no longer operating continue to yield new scientific results,
such as those from Helios [72, 148, 175], ISEE-3 [57, 213], Solwind [36, 157] and
SMM [18, 181].

2.9 Summary

To summarise, CMEs have been detected using a large variety of instruments and
techniques. Directly:

1. Using white light coronagraphs that detect the light that is Thomson scattered
from the free electrons in the CME,
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2. Directly measuring properties of the ICME as it passes by in-situ spacecraft,
3. Measuring the changes in longwave radio signals from distant sources as the

ICME passes between them and the Earth (IPS),

And through investigation of the secondary effects of CME launch and propagation:

1. Solar flares, observed in visible light, EUV, x-ray,
2. Erupting prominences/disappearing filaments, observed in visible light and EUV,
3. Other solar surface eruptions, such as post-eruptive arcades and coronal

dimming,
4. Solar energetic particles accelerated by the shock in the interplanetary medium

from the CME,
5. Type II and Type IV radio bursts, driven by the CME shock.

Figure 2.16 shows a timeline of the significant events that have led to an enhance-
ment of our understanding of CMEs. The passage from ground-based to space-based
observations is indicated, but the importance of the work leading up to the space age
cannot be overstated. It seems clear that even by the time of the emergence of the
first spacecraft around 1960, our understanding of interplanetary transients and the
interplanetary medium had a firm foundation.

2.9.1 The Future

As this is a history chapter, I will only briefly mention those missions planned for
the future. Further details on the current plans for these missions can be found in
Sect. 3.6.

On 11 February 2010, a new solar observatory which many regard as the next
generation of SOHO was launched. The Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) is
an geosynchronous orbit and contains a suite of instruments for solar observation,
including white light, UV and EUV imagers. Other planned missions for the 2010–
2020 decade include NASA’s Solar Sentinels and Solar Probe, NASA/ESA’s Solar
Orbiter and JAXA’s Solar-C all tentatively planned for launch in 2018.
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